
 743NX - monitor

LCD monitor
To promote workplace efficiency, SAMSUNG has created a range of monitors which allow
users greater freedom and flexibility to create their optimum working environment. Elegant and
slim, with superior technical specifications and outstanding features, the monitors promote
productivity and provide empowerment.

ergonomics HAS stand

743NX provides with many adjustable movements for better
ergonomics. It’s the best solution of the official user to fit the
position of the working environment. It supports not only
80mm as the height adjustment range and Pivot but also the
implementation of Lowest HAS.

fast response time 5ms

It supports fast response time reducing the
blurring effect - the best solution for
entertainment.

Magic Rotation

The MagicRotation Software from SAMSUNG’s
own technology provides the user with a rotation
feature (90 orientation) that facilitates the
optimum utilisation of computer display screen. It
Rotate the Monitor and then manually rotate the
contents with control of MagicRotation.



vivid & clear image

- Vivid image quality with high brightness (300cd/m²) .
- High Dynamic contrast ratio (7000:1).
- With Dynamic Contrast, you can enjoy more vivid and clear
quality of multimedia contents.

Energy Saving function

- Save Energy consumption and Prolong monitor life-time.
- Monitor can be turned off automatically at the specified time
(1~23hour).

Customised Key function

- Selectable Button by User’s preferences.
- 3 options to select ( MagicBright, MagicColor, Colour
Effect).

Colour Effect

- Enjoy the picture as customer’s favour : photographic
effect.
- Supports 4 colour effect : Grayscale, Green, Aqua, Sepia.

Display

Screen Size 17"

Brightness 300 cd/m²

Contrast Ratio DC 7000 : 1 (700:1) (Typ.)

Response time  5ms

Viewing Angle(Horizontal/Vertical) 170 / 160 (CR>10)

Features

Plug & Play DDC 2B

Multimedia Speakers No

Dimension

Product Dimension(With stand,
WxHxD)

368.0 x 386.2 x 185.0mm

Product Dimension(Without Stand,
WxHxD)

368.0 x 307.4 x 68.4mm

Weight

Product Weight 3.6kg
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